How was Japan?
Since returning home I am frequently asked how my trip was. At first It was really exciting to answer questions and share my experiences. While the sentiment remains, I feel as though I have run out of things to
say. Living in Japan for four months was am amazing experience, I developed new skills and created amazing
friendships. Projects I worked on included writing, research, and design aspects for which I was familiar but
also needed to develop. With my free time I was able to travel throughout Yokohama, Kamakura, Chiba, Kyoto and Sapporo meeting new people and developing a greater understanding of the culture. Leaving Japan, I
have gained a greater understanding of disaster preparedness and a cultural appreciating for not only Japan,
but Sri Lanka, Nepal and the Philippines. The experience of working for an international organization is unparalleled as is creates the opportunity to learn in a global setting while attributing multiple cultures.
Returning home, I did not develop culture shock as Yokohama and Victoria are very similar. I did have however, become more aware of the key differences between the cities. Yokohama has an estimated population
of 3M where Victoria has an estimated population 336 thousand. Commuting to and from work every day, I
encountered hundreds of people, on trains, in stations, and walking around. While it was overwhelming and
irritating at times, having a continuous cycle of people around me became the norm. Being home, I noticed
there is an added freedom with space. One morning on my way to my bus stop I did not encounter a single
individual. No matter the time in Japan, I would always see someone. While solitude is liberating, having
people surround you is comforting as it created a sense of security.
Recently, in one of my classes we discussed linguistic traits between gender and age as well as behavioral
attributions within the Japanese Language. In all trains in Japan there are sections designated for pregnant
woman, the elderly, and insured people. This courtesy assessable seating mimics that in our public transit
system. The difference between the two is that on our buses, people will give up their seat without hesitation while from my observation in Japan if they overt their eyes the courtesy is upheld. Until this was mentioned in my class, I had not made the connection. While I would like to believe people give up their seats
because it is the right thing to do, there is an unwritten rule which people are more than willing to inform
you if you fail to comply. This bluntness and ability to be direct was one of the things I had taken for granted
growing up in Canada. Politeness is an essential part of the Japanese culture. If someone overtly cuts in your
path, it is your inconvenience. Language in this sense serves as a cultural vice, maintaining authority.
Being back in Victoria, I feel as though things have stayed the same, but I have grown as a person. I have developed a new perspective when completing assignments at school and in clubs, introducing new elements
I learned during my placement. While being in Japan, every week was an adventure as my time was limited.
Wanting to make the most of the experience, I ensured every day was as productive as it could be. Each
weekend was a new opportunity to explored a different areas of the country, or an aspect of the culture.
Being home, I feel less obliged to be productive. What I miss most however, are the people I met. Going to a
foreign country and not knowing the language, you create an environment mimicking the elements you are
missing. Besides being an amazing support system, I was able to learn about different religions, cultures and
ultimately make the most of the entire experience. The images in the background are a reflection of my time
in Japan. They include trips I took, and some of the people I met and can now call my friends.

